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Each year, the Mount Everest Foundation supports a number of expedi
tions undertaking exploration in one form or another amongst the

high mountains of the world. As well as 'Approval' - which in itself may
have the effect of opening other purses - most expeditions also receive a
grant, usually ranging between £200 and £1500. Whilst this only repre
sents a small proportion of the overall cost of an expedition, the moral
support and the promise of a few hundred pounds during the preparatory
stages of an expedition can sometimes make the difference between it go
ing and not going.

All that the MEF asks in return is a comprehensive report. Once received,
copies are lodged in the Alpine Club Library, the Royal Geographical
Society and the British Mountaineering Council where they are available
for consultation by future expeditioners. The following notes are based
on reports that have been received up to the end of January 1995, and are
divided into geographical areas. In response to popular demand, the names
of the leader and other members of each team are given this year for the
first time.

America - North

94/17 Scottish Alaskan 1994 Chris Schiller (with Mark Sinclair). April
May 1994.

Plans to climb new routes on Mounts Crosson and Foraker were thwarted
by unseasonal warm weather. With the snow failing to consolidate, severe
avalanches resulted, and the highest point reached was 2830m on the S
ridge of Mount Crosson.

America - South

94/24 British South Tower of Paine 1994 Mike Turner (with Martin
Doyle, Oliver Sanders and Louise Thomas). December 1994-January 1995.

On finding their original objective snowed up, this team tackled the
continually overhanging E face of Cuernos Norte (2400m). Despite large
sections of disintegrating and exfoliating granite, in four weeks they
achieved the first ascent of a 23-pitch 800m A3+ route, which they called
A fistful of dollars after the recently imposed climbing charge of $800.
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94/40 Cambridge Geological Project - Bolivia '94 Matthew Wetherall
(with Ben Reynolds and Simon Sherclift). July-September 1994.

The main object of this trip was to produce a 1:10,000 geological map of
a 45 sq km area of Altiplano near the village of Jesus de Machaca, a task
that was completed with great success. At the end of their work they found

. time to visit the Cordillera Real and climbed Huayani PotoS! (6088m)

Greenland and Arctic Europe

93/38 British Greenland 1993 Stephen Jones (with Carl Holt, Jamie
Miller and Peter Price-Thomas). July-September 1993.

This team made a 640km W-E crossing of the Greenland Ice Cap from
near Angmassalik to Somrre Stromfjord in 38 days. 'Upski' parachutes
provided one very exhilarating day of 61km, but mostly it was hard work
towing heavy pulks and averaging 16km. The hardest part of all came at
the end, when a severely crevassed.area had to be traversed, and then loads
up to 50kg backpacked down to the coast.

94/3 North-South Greenland: Phase I Dr Phil Jumeau (with Brian Hull
and John Sweeney). July-August 1994.

Time constraints have prevented this team from tackling its ambitious
project - a N-S Greenland traverse - in a single year, so the journey has
been divided into two (unequal) phases. The fIrst one, of 680km between
Sangmilek Fjord (near Angmassalik) and Narssarssuak was completed in
35 days during which time the team reached a maximum altitude of 2800m.
Phase Il, scheduled for 1996, will start in the north of the island and fInish
1800km later at Angmassalik.

94/13 Karabiner M C Greenland 1994 Jim Gregson (with Sandra
Gregson, Graham Harkness, Andrew Howick, Alan Jones, John Starbuck,
Lucy Walker and Paul Walker). July-August 1994

This mixed club team explored the area of Schweizerland adjacent to the
Pourquoi-pas, Champs-Elysees and Kristian glaciers. During their 22 days
in the fIeld, they climbed a total of 14 peaks or tops between 1500m and
2400m, of which 10 were fIrst ascents and the others probably fIrst British
ascents. (See article 'Probing the Pourquoi-Pas', pages 183-191.)

94/26 Cardiff University Greenland 1994 Dr Gary Timms (with David
Crease, Andrew Roberts, Matthew Roberts, Jonathan Rowe and Andrew
Woodward). July-August 1994.

Six scientists working in the Stauning Alps experienced mostly excellent
weather, enabling them to carry out their work programme before attempt
ing some new routes in the area. They achieved the summit of Dunottar
(2524m) by its N face, but abandoned the N ridge of Glamis at c2000m
owing to very loose shattered rock.
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94/43 1994 Trans-Greenland Nigel Harling (with Mark Evans). July
August 1994.

Reasonable weather conditions enabled the S33km crossing from Isertoq
on the east coast to near Sondrestrojm on the west to be made in a very
creditable 26 days. Parachutes were used as sails when possible, and 200km
were covered in three days when the wind was right.

94/32 British Mount Asgard 1994 Simon Yates (with Noel Craine, Keith
Jones, Paul Pritchard and Steve Quinlan). May-July 1994.

The approach to this 201lm peak in Baffin Island took so much longer
than anticipated that the leader and Jones had to return home before get
ting to grips with it. The other three, with a lone Catalonian, then climbed
the very steep NW face of the mountain in a 12-day push by a new direct
route which they named Hyperborea, and graded ABO sup, A4, E3, 6a.
(See article 'Hammering the Anvil', pages 47-51..)

Himalaya - China

94/48 Yangtze Gorges Caves 1994 Richard Bartrop (with Anthony Baker,
Colin Boothroyd, David CheckIey, Peter Francis, Philip Goodwin, Adrian
Gregory, Brian Judd, Steven Openshaw, Paul Seddon, Kevin Senior, Dick
Willis and a group of Chinese cave scientists). August-September 1994.

A period of five weeks was spent exploring caves in Sichuan Province,
central China. Near the town of Xin Long they surveyed a cave that px:oved
to have a depth of 931m and is hence the deepest known cave in China.
Further south, several other deep caves were explored but lack of time pre
vented these from being 'bottomed'.

Himalaya - India

93/35 NiIkantha Ninety-Three Duncan Tunstall (with Chris Pasteur).
September-October 1993.

Although 'only' 6S96m high, this peak in the Garhwal has repulsed all
parties to date. This expedition was no more successful as, owing to
Pasteur's poor acclimatisation, the attempt was abandoned at cS600m.

94110 RAF Menthosa 1994 Kev Williams (with Steve Atkins, Adrian
Birkett, Richard Cooper, Brendan Dunn, Jim Groark, Peter Higgins,
Andrew Nundy, Richard Turvey, and Carl Vanderlee). August-September
1994.

This team planned to explore the Chamba/Lahul area of India and climb
Menthosa (6443m) by two different routes. However, the mountain had
changed dramatically, making the climbing far more technical than antici
pated, so that they could not progress beyond 62S7m. The trip was not
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without its problems, as their trekking group abandoned them in appalling
weather, and the leader suffered concussion after being struck by a large
block of ice; fortunately he made a full recovery.

94127 Imperial College Hidden Garhwal Oliver Shergold (with David
Edwards, Martin Jackson, Martin Shelley, Toby Shergold and Philip
Wickens). August-October 1994.

This expedition had both scientific and mountaineering aims, and re
corded great success in both. After setting up a long-term study into the
impact that tourists and trekkers have on the mountain environment, they
then turned their attention to making their own impact on unclimbed peaks.
They achieved first ascents of Jung Minar (5680m) via its NE face, Pyra
mid Peak (6036m) via its N ridge and 'Peak A' (6200m) by its N and NW
ridges. On Peak 6128 they climbed to the highest point yet reached, but
came across an unclimbable section at 5750m.

94128 Hagshu North Face John.J3arry (with Seb Mankelow). August
September 1994.

The leader has had a love-hate relationship with this 6300m peak over
many years, returning time after time in the hope of making the first ascent
of its N face. This time, two weeks of non-stop snow and storm caused the
attempt to be abandoned at c6000m.

94/41 1994 British Nanda Devi East Julie-Ann Clyma (with Roger
Payne). September-October 1994.

This very experienced team hoped to attempt a new route on the NW
ridge of this 7434m peak, but an unusually dry season made this impracti
cal. They therefore moved to the S ridge and succeeded in making the first
British/New Zealand ascent of the route, the first ascent by a woman and
the first ascent of the mountain in alpine style. (See article 'Voyage to the
Goddess: pages 52-56.)

94/45 Indian British Kinnaur 1994 Chris Bonington and Harish Kapadia
(with Jim Curran, Jim Fotheringham, Graham Little, Jim Lowther and
Paul Nunn from the UK and Pasang Bodh, Prakash Chand, Muslim Con
tractor, Khubram, Kaivan Mistry, Divyesh Muni and Suratram from India).
May-July 1994.

A very strong team of British and Indian climbers linked up to explore
and climb in the rarely visited Kinnaur-Kailash range. The first ascent of
Rangrik Rang (6553m) was achieved, together with the third ascent of
Manirang (6593m). First ascents were also made of Mangla (5800m),
Saponang (5836m) and Ghunsarang (5800m). (See articles 'A Truly Joint
Venture', pages 57-64, and'Manirang, 6593m', pages 65-70.)
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Himalaya - Nepal
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94/1 British Mount Everest Medical 1994 Dr Simon Currin (with
Angus Andrew; Arthur Collins, Charlie Homsby, Roddy Kirkwood, Andrew
Pollard, Ronnie Robb, John Sanders and Alison Hargreaves). July-Octo
ber 1994.

The majority of the team named above were doctors undertaking a com
prehensive research programme into a wide range of altitude-related medi
cal problems. While they acted as guinea-pigs for each other, there was a
hard core of climbers amongst them who hoped to reach the summit of
Everest. Using supplementary oxygen, Charlie Hornsby and Roddy
Kirkwood (with Sherpas Dorje and Dawa Temba) were successful, but
Alison Hargreaves had to abandon her oxygenless attempt at c8400m
owing to high winds and the risk of frostbite.

94/5 Upper Mustang (scientific) Professor Myra Shackley (with David
Barlow, Rose Beddington, Philip Behrend, Tsewang Bista, Ben Gladstone,
James Gladstone, Richard Keeler, Dave McAdam, Lhakpa Sherpa and Gary
Weber). April-May 1994.

This was a most unusual project undertaken by a mixed party of special
ists to assess the impact that tourism is having on a Tibet-like trekking area
of Nepal only opened up in 1991. Backed by the Annapurna Conservation
Area Project, the King of Mustang/Mustang Development Corporation
and the Nepal Ministry of Tourism, their work (which included a survey
with a view to setting up a GIS) will form the basis of a Management
Structure for the future: currently no more than 2000 visitors per year are
allowed.

94114 British Him1ung Pete Hudd (with Ray Harris, Brian Ottewell and
David McCarthy). October-November 1994.

For the leader, this was a return to a 7126m peak on which he failed in
1992. Unfortunately, history repeated itself and continuous snow and wind
caused the attempt to be abandoned at c6400m on the W ridge. However,
this was the highest point that anyone had achieved on the S face/W ridge.

94120 British Chamar Rob Brown (with Steve Callen, Don Davies,
Graeme Daly, Dave Hill, John Hudson, Sarah Keast, Mark McDermott,
Boz Morris and Alison Wright, plus 3 climbing Sherpas). OCtober-Nov
ember 1994.

The first party to climb this 7178m peak in the Sringi Himal of West
Nepal was from New Zealand, but their ascent is not recognised by the
Nepalese authorities. This team hoped to make the first British (2nd over
all) ascent, but porter problems extended the walk-in by a full week, and
then the route proved to be much longer than had been anticipated. As a
result the highest point reached was 5500m.
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94/35 RAFMA Tilicho Peak 1994 FIt Lt Colin Scott (with Tom Barbour,
Guy Beaumont, Andy Heathfield, Kev Hewkin, Nigel Hodgson, Rick Lay,
Phil McLacWan, Tim Payne, Chris Rawling and lan Singleton). Septem
ber-October 1994.

After a light monsoon there was little snow on the unclimbed S face of
this 7134m peak in the Annapurna region. As a result, the team faced very
loose rock on pitches of VS and harder. Most were hit by falling rocks at
some stage, and the leader fell some six metres when his abseil belays pulled
out. The attempt was abandoned at 6600m.

Karakoram - Pakistan

94/4 Beusten Glacier 1994 George Armstrong (with Rob Lee, lain Miller,
Jeremy Parker, Ed Shackley and Sally Smith). July-August 1994.

One of the hottest summers ever recorded in this area melted much of
the snow, making river crossings hazardous on the approach, and replac
ing neve with hard ice on the mountains: rock avalanches were also fre
quent. Nevertheless, the team achieved its objective of making the first
ascent of a previously unnamed c6000m mountain (subsequently named
'Jog's Peak') by its 1000m S face at Scottish grade Ill/IV. They also re
peated the original N ridge route on NASA Peak (c5640m).

94/9 British Ultar 1994 Julian Freeman-Attwood (with Crag Jones,
Steve Reid and Ed Webster). June-August 1994

The team hoped to make the first ascent of this 7388m peak in Hunza,
possibly from the rarely attempted N side. This proved impractical owing
to an extremely broken glacier, so they turned their attention to the south
but were forced to abandon the attempt at c6000m owing to continuous
enormous avalanches caused by the unusually warm weather.

94/12 Cumbrian Hindu Raj Dave Wilson (with Rich Davis, Mike
Morphew, Rob Thomas, Maggie Worth and Steve Wrigley). July-August
1994

The Katchikani area of the Hindu Kush is restricted, so it had previously
been visited by few (if any) Westerners. This team explored the Thalo
glacier and made probably the first ascent of a 5441m peak which they
called 'Salghira Zom' - Chitrali for 'Birthday Peak'.

94/21 British Women's Karakoram 1994 Penny Clay (with Julie Carter,
Wyn Clayton and Mary Twomey). July-August 1994.

Dangerous cornices and poor snow conditions prevented this team from
actually standing on the summits of Mitre Peak (5945m) and Sceptre
(5800m). However, on the former they reached c5900m after making
the second British ascent of the W face, and on the latter reached c5400m
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on the unclimbed SW ridge. Their third objective, which they thought was
Crown Peak, turned out to be a peak attempted by the RAF from the east
and called Portcullis: the real Crown Peak remains unclimbed, and is
situated several kilometres to the east, on a northerly extension of the Mitre
Sceptre ridge.

94/36 British Hispar 1994 Dave Wilkinson (with Bill Church, Brian
Davison and Tony Park). July-August 1994.

This party planned to make first ascents from the Yengutz but once in
the Hispar valley they decided to climb from the Garumbar glacier instead.
From here, they climbed Uyumrung Sar (c5900) from the SE and then
Trapezium (c5800m) from the west, both probably first ascents. An
inaccuracy on the Leoman map caused confusion when the leader and
Davison moved to Gilgit. They attempted what they thought was Khaitar
(c5600m), when they were actually on the S ridge of South Twin (5700m):
the climb was abandoned well short of the summit owing to lack of rock
gear and bivouac equipment.

94/38 Durham University Mountaineering Club Sim Gang Glacier 1994
Richard Dixon (with Phil Birch, Nigel Crook, Chris May and Jeff Snoxell).
July-September 1994.

After establishing an advanced Base Camp at the head of the Sim Gang
glacier, this team picked an interesting but unnamed peak (c5800m), and in
one day climbed to within l50m of its summit. At this point they were on
a very narrow ridge of unstable boulders, so decided not to progress further.
Any ideas of other routes had to be shelved when a bear raided their Base
Camp, and ate all the food stored there.

94/42 British Latok North Ridge 1994 Dave Wills (with Brendan
Murphy). August-September 1994.

Porter strikes plus injury and memory loss caused by falling rocks added
to the more usual hazards experienced by this team attempting the first
ascent of the N ridge of Latok I (7145m) in pure alpine style. In the end,
these and almost continuous bad weather resulted in the climb being
abandoned at c5600m.

Central Asia and the Far East

94/7 British Kamchatka Volcanoes John Town (with Huw Davies, Alyson
Starling, Richard Wojtaszewski and 10 Russian climbers). July-August
1994.

Kamchatka, the most easterly extremity of Siberia, was closed until
recently, so is little explored. This team achieved successful ascents of
Avacha (180Om), Ushkovsky (3943m) and Klyuchevskaya (c4750m). All are
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volcanoes, the last being the highest active volcano in Europe and Asia and
also the highest peak in NE Asia.

94/16 Cherskiy Mountains Paul Knott (with Michael Doyle, Simon Inger
and John Kentish). July-August 1994.

As the first Westerners to visit these mountains in NE Siberia, this team
had the area to itself and were able to achieve 7 fIrst ascents of peaks approx
3000m high. A pencilled line on a 1:500,000 pilotage map was the only
guidance that they had for their heavily laden 165km walk-out at the end
of the climbing: this was accomplished in 9 days, just in time to catch their
return flight.

94/18 British/Ukranian Tien Shan 1994 Nick Williams (with Chris
Bedford, Richard Cross, Mat Dickinson and Adam Jackson from the UK
and Ukranians Anton Bykov, Igor Chaplinsky, Nikolay Gorunov, Sveta
Lineva, Taras Metropan, Alik Petruk & Sasha Pyapun). July-August 1994.

This joint team hoped to achieve new routes from the South Inylchek
glacier but experienced bad weather fOr most of the time that they were in
the area. Continuous danger of rock and serac fall prevented attempts on
any of their declared objectives, but a brief respite at the end of the trip
enabled them to climb Khan Tengri (6995m) by the normal route.

94/30 British Admiral Peak Neil McAdie (with Clive Davis, Jerry Hadwin
and Andy Lewington). July-August 1994.

This team arrived in Base Camp a mere 15 hours after leaving London,
to fInd that their intended route had already been climbed by a CIS party.
Any alternative would have involved many days of big wall artifIcial climb
ing for which they were not prepared, so they decided to repeat the route.
McAdie, Davis and Hadwin achieved the fIrst direct British ascent of the
5090m mountain by means of the NE spurlE ridge.
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